One Day Tour in Shanghai, China
Assembling Place: The Lobby Crowne Plaze Shanghai

Date: July 29, 2018 09:00-12:00 13:00-18:00

One-day tour registration time: July 16, 2018 to July 20, 2018
1.

The Oriental Pearl TV Tower

2.

Yu Garden

The Oriental Pearl TV Tower is located in
Pudong Park in Lujiazui, Shanghai. The tower,
surrounded by the Yangpu Bridge in the
northeast

and

the

Nanpu

Bridge

in

the

southwest, creates a picture of 'twin dragons
playing with pearls'. The entire scene is a
photographic jewel that excites the imagination
and attracts thousands of visitors year-round.
This 468 meters high (1,536 feet) tower is the

The Yu Garden is believed to have been built in the Ming Dynasty,

world's third tallest TV and radio tower surpassed in height only by towers in

more than 400 years ago. The exquisite layout, beautiful scenery,

Toronto, Canada and Moscow, Russia. However, even more alluring than its

and the artistic style of the garden architecture have made the

height is the tower's unique architectural design that makes the Oriental Pearl

garden one of the highlights of Shanghai.

TV Tower one of the most attractive places anywhere.

3.

Nanjing Road

4.

The Bund

Nanjing Road is the
main shopping street of
Shanghai, China, and is
one

of

busiest

the

world's
shopping

streets.
Today's Nanjing Road
comprises two sections, Nanjing Road East and Nanjing Road West. In some

For a century, the Bund has been one of the most recognizable

contexts, "Nanjing Road" refers only to what was pre-1945 Nanjing Road,

symbols and the pride of Shanghai. The architecture along the

today's Nanjing Road East, which is largely pedestrianised. Before the

Bund is a living museum of the colonial history of the 1800s. You've

adoption of the pinyin romanisation in the 1950s, its name was rendered

never been to Shanghai if you haven’t seen the Bund.

as Nanking Road in English.

Note:
The above attractions & sights are for reference, detailed arrangements are depends on the conditions on the
day.
Standard Tour time: 8 hours. Additional hour: 50 RMB/all attendees/per hour

Price: 30USD /200 RMB /Per Person
What is included?
●Pick-up service ●Driver ●Transportation ● Parking ●Gas ● Roll fee ●Congestion charge
What is excluded?
● Lunch and dinner ●Entrance tickets ●personal expenses or all items not listed in the "Price includes" section

